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Coaching is a powerful and often illuminating process where an 
individual is supported and challenged to find their own hidden 
potential. The skills, behaviours and attitudes required to offer 
this type of support and challenge often get hidden under the 

busyness of everyday work and life.

Coaching relies on a highly relational process created through 
developing good rapport, engaging in powerful listening, asking
questions that neither evade nor invade and working with the 

power of silence. It is a delicate balance of structure and fluidity,
of formality and informality. 

The space2think coaching programme 
creates a place where you can discover, 

rediscover and develop the core skills that 
can support others in what can be a 

transformational process. It also provides 
space to explore the traditions and theories 

that underpin coaching.

‘I never realised how powerful a tool coaching can be! This is about me
becoming a good coach not just getting a qualification’ (Chris Harvey,

Organisation Development Manager)

Are you looking to develop your coaching skills to use within your management role in your 
organisation or to use as an independent coach?

Our coaching programme is a practical and interactive programme that will enable you to develop 
powerful and impactful coaching skills.



Our approach to developing coaches is to create the right conditions within which people can
become effective coaches. We believe these conditions to be trust, openness and vulnerability and
we are experienced in creating safe but challenging learning environments. We are committed to 

doing more than transferring knowledge about coaching, we are passionate about people 
becoming effective coaches. 

We slow down the pace and invite participants to reflect on their own practice,
their internal world that impacts their coaching behaviours, and to learn from the experiences and
insights of others. Learning is encouraged from the inside out. We provide ideas of good practice 

and provoke thinking around important coaching and mentoring concepts but we do not tell people
how to coach or mentor. We help people discover how to coach. 

Our approach to Coaching and Learning is underpinned and informed by Goal Orientated practice, 
Person Centred approaches and Gestalt practice.

Our next programme dates are yet to be confirmed but will be a 3 day residential course in the 
classical and contemporary city of Chester. The programme will then continue with a 2 day 

residential at the same venue in the summer.

‘An excellent creation of an open learning environment and I felt 
encouraged to reflect and learn with true support and a high degree of 
challenge. I came away feeling inspired and enthusiastic.’ (Jill Robinson, 

3rd Sector Learning and Development Professional)



The Facilitators

"I have to say it was a bit of a Eureka moment and I now know why I behave in 
certain ways towards certain issues, what pushes my buttons and how to manage 
this in a way which gets the right results for me and my organisations. I’m looking 
forward to exploring some more topics at future sessions but can honestly say my 

first forty five minute session was one of the best investments the council has 
made in me which has resulted in a real difference in how I approach things. For 

me it involved me making a simple connection between belief and behaviour which 
I wouldn’t have been aware of without coaching." (James Doble Assistant Director - 
Transformation Governance Cherwell District Council and South Northants Council)

Rob Husband - The founding director of Space2think is an experienced 
facilitator and coach. The hallmarks of his approach are participation, 
involvement, honesty and openness. He has been involved in personal 

development and leadership for over 25 years and coaches  leaders and 
managers from  a variety of sectors. He has worked for a National Youth 
Organisation supporting projects around the UK, and has also worked in 

retail management. He has a Masters in Development Training and is 
currently completing a Diploma in Therapeutic Counselling.

Andy Howie - Andy brings a rich and varied experience, having worked in 
learning and development originally as a teacher for 13 years. A firm 

believer in lifelong learning he recently completed a Masters in Personal, 
Professional and Organisational Development. He has also worked with a 
national charity for 5 years, leading and coaching the formation of over 50 
local parent support projects. Andy is a graduate in Sports Science and has 

a good understanding of psychological and physiological factors of 
performance. Also qualified in counselling skills and group-work Andy has 

been involved in coaching and leadership development since 1993 and 
coaching individuals and teams throughout his 40 year career bringing 

much experience to Space2think coach development programmes.

How coaching can impact...



For more information please contact:
Rob Husband on 07500046521 or rob.husband@space2think.org

Andy Howie on 07500047821 or andy.howie@space2think.org
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The Programme will include:

� Understanding the purpose of coaching within an organisational and individual context 
� Developing the skills, behaviours, attitudes, beliefs and values of an effective coach
� Understanding the role of contracting and the integrated process of effective coaching 
� Exploring the  principles of effective coaching in practice and how to evaluate benefits  
Planning & preparing for coaching interventions based on identified developmental goals 
� Recording formal coaching activity
� Assessing your own skills, behaviours and knowledge as a coach
� Critically reviewing and reflecting on the effectiveness of your own practice as a coach 
� Planning to develop  further as a coach

For those of you who would like to gain a coaching qualification as part of the programme 
you can work toward an ILM Level 5 Certificate in Coaching and Mentoring. This will require 
12 hours of supervised coaching practice, a coaching dairy, and two written pieces of work.

The price for the 5 days residential including accommodation and food is £1600 + VAT

If you want to complete an ILM Level 5 Certificate in Coaching and Mentoring as part of the 
programme there will be a £900 + VAT charge. This will include ILM registration and 

certification, Coaching supervision, Tutorial Support and on-line resources.




